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Abstract

The first objective of the work was to develop an automated meshing script, capable of creating struc-
tured C-type meshes around an airfoil with refinement on user-defined number, position and division of
suction patches, on the suction side. The mesh file would be used with the DLR developed RANS solver
FLOWer to perform computations, and the results should be post-processed to be compatible with the
IAG developed acoustic code Rnoise, to calculate trailing edge noise.

A NACA 64-618 airfoil, with a chord length of 2.5175 m, with Angle of Attack (AOA) of 7.3 ◦, Reynolds
number of 11049876 and Mach number (MN) of 0.19, was analysed. The suction patch started at 57.5%
of the chord and ended at 62.5%. The suction coefficient cq was varied between 0 and -0.016, in 6 discrete
values. Noise reductions up to 5.2 dB were calculated with the maximum considered suction. However,
high suction levels decrease performance in the cl/cd ratio, halving it. Lower suction levels (cq=-0.001)
increase performance 10% and accounts for 33% of the total noise reduction observed.

Similar studies were done whilst varying patch configurations, MN and AOA. Results revealed that
longer, upstream patches provide a better balance of noise reduction and performance increase at lower
suction levels. Higher AOA cases benefited more from the effects of suction, nullifying their baseline
increased noise and drag compared to lower AOA cases. Higher MN cases benefited more from noise
reduction, but the overall noise emitted was still higher than their lower MN counterparts.
Keywords:Active Flow Control; Trailing Edge Noise; Suction Patch; Performance; Turbulence

1. Introduction

There is, in (almost) every one of us, an innate de-
sire to make the World a better place, be it for self-
less and/or selfish reasons. As an engineer, one
tends to contribute to that cause by understanding
the inner workings of the Universe - the so called
Laws of Physics - and finding a way to apply them
so that the outcome pushes Humanity a step for-
ward, in one way or another.
With the increase in population numbers comes a
necessity to expand residential areas and provide
more power for daily activities. Due to global
policies to preserve the environment and revert cli-
mate change, renewable energy sources are be-
coming a larger target of investment, and becom-
ing more present in the daily lives of people around
the world. As a consequence, at the same time that
residential areas grow, so do areas dedicated for
renewable energy generation, like solar farms and
wind farms. It is a fact that wind turbines create dis-
content in the population living near to them, due
to their noise [1]. Despite there being no proven
diseases caused by it [2], sleep disturbances have

been associated with the noise [3]. The increas-
ing proximity between residential areas and wind
turbines make annoyance complaints due to wind
turbines more prevalent, and this technology will
gain a bad image before the population, and the
investment flowing into it will plummet.

Therefore it is the job of researchers and engi-
neers to solve the noise problem so that turbines
and people can coexist without lowering the qual-
ity of life. To that effect, Oerlemans et al. have
investigated the sources of noise in wind turbines
and have discovered that most of the noise emitted
comes from the trailing edge of the outer regions
of the blade, and it was found to scale with U4.5/U5

[4, 5]. This is called turbulent trailing edge noise
(TEN).

Wagner explains that turbulence is actually a
bad radiator of sound, due to its quadrupole na-
ture. However, when the turbulent eddies interact
with the sharp trailing edge, the scattering that oc-
curs changes the quadrupole radiation into dipole
radiation, which is much more efficient at radiat-
ing sound [6]. It was also discovered that the pa-
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rameters that influenced noise were the eddy con-
vection velocity (U ), the angle which the convect-
ing stream makes with the edge (θ̄), the turbulent
length scales (l) and the normalized turbulence in-
tensity (α), which is related to the turbulent kinetic
energy [7, 8]. This is visible in (1) :

I ∝ ρ0c30 cos3(θ̄)M5 sl

r2
α2, (1)

where c0 is the speed of sound, ρ is the air density,
r is the distance and M the Mach number.

Knowing this, researchers have been trying to
optimize airfoil geometry to reduce these param-
eters, and thus reducing noise, with success [9,
10, 11]. But first, better noise prediction models
had to be developed, and many are based on the
TNO model [12]. Research on this topic allowed
for the development of the acoustic code used in
this work, Rnoise[13], which makes use of the TNO
model to find the spectrum of the pressure fluctua-
tions, and afterwards calculate the noise emitted
by the trailing edge, by representing the surface
pressure fluctuations as a distribution of harmonic
evanescent waves and solving the diffraction prob-
lem according to [14]:

Gff (ω) =
1

2πR2

ωĹ

c0

∫ ∞
0

P (k1, 0, ω)

|k1|
dk1, ω ∈ [0,∞].

(2)
Finally, by substituting the TNO model pressure

fluctuations equation in (2), the total far-field noise
spectra level in terms of Sound Pressure Level
(SPL) in dB can be computed:

Lp(f) = 10 · log
[

2π ·Gff (ω) · df
4 · 10−10

]
. (3)

Another research direction focused on the de-
velopment of passive flow control methods, such
as serrated and slotted trailing edges, to reduce
TEN. Howe’s predicted 20 dB results [15] with
these methods were never achieved in experi-
ments, likely due to three-dimensional flow effects,
but the reductions are nevertheless substantial
[16, 17, 10].

On another interesting field that joins aerody-
namics and control, Active Flow Control (AFC),
researchers have developed actuators of various
kinds that can control the flow parameters, thus
increasing airfoil performance. Zero-net-mass-flux
actuators, plasma actuators, and suction actuators
can effectively control the boundary layer parame-
ters and provide increases in lift and critical angle
of attack, and decreases in drag [18, 19, 20, 21].

Combining the knowledge of both fields, re-
searchers at the Institut für Aerodynamik und Gas-
dynamik (IAG) of the University of Stuttgart, have

been experimenting with ways to use AFC for TEN
reduction. By studying the way that the bound-
ary layer should be influenced by an actuator to
reduce noise, it was concluded that suction type
actuators could be an answer to the TEN problem,
since they effectively reduce boundary layer thick-
ness and turbulent kinetic energy – two factors re-
sponsible for TEN [22]. Further research on suc-
tion enabled the measurement in a wind tunnel of
an SPL reduction of 6 dB, for a static blade portion
with suction actuators [23], thus legitimizing suc-
tion as a viable means to reduce noise. Numerical
investigations on suction have underpredicted this
value, however [24, 25]. This work is contribution
towards this ongoing research topic.

In regards to the suction actuators themselves,
these work by having a perforated part of the air-
foil’s surface, leading to a suction chamber where
pressure is lowered via the use of suction pumps.
The lower pressure in the chamber relative to the
flow running along the airfoil results in it being
sucked. The coefficient of suction, cq is given by:

cq =
ṁs

ρ∞ · U∞ ·As
, (4)

where ṁs represents the mass flow rate, As the
suction area, ρ∞ the air density and U∞ the in-
flow velocity. Negative values of cq indicate suction.
From the mass flow coefficient it is also possible to
calculate the suction speed, as in equation (5):

| Vs |=
| cq | U∞
lafc

, (5)

where Vs is the suction speed, and lafc is the non-
dimensional fraction of the chord which undergoes
suction, given by lafc = la/c, where la is the length
of the suction actuator, and c is the total chord.

The objective of this work, then, was the devel-
opment of an automatic mesh generation script for
the mesh generation software POINTWISE R©, that
generated C-type meshes with parameters that a
user could define from a global input file exterior
to POINTWISE R©, like suction patch length and
position, and refinement. After that, the effects of
suction on noise and aerodynamic performance
for a given patch configuration and operating
conditions were to be studied. Also, similar
studies while varying suction patch configuration,
namely length and position, were to be conducted,
to ascertain which configuration benefited the
most from suction, in terms of noise reduction
and aerodynamic performance. Finally, another
analogous study was conducted, this time varying
the operating conditions, namely Mach number
and Angle of Attack (AOA).
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2. Implementation
The present section focuses on the steps needed
to obtain to results, from the mesh generating
scripts to the post correction of the computations.

2.1. Generating the Mesh

As previously mentioned, the first objective of the
work was to create an automatic meshing script
to work with a more recent software, to phase
out the usage of the older IGGTM. For the gen-
eration of the meshes used in the computations,
POINTWISE R©, a mesh generating software, was
used. The goal of this first stage was to develop a
script in Glyph2 – a scripting language developed
for POINTWISE R© that is an extension of the TCL
language – capable of automatically generating a
mesh for the CFD calculations, with a set of pa-
rameters the user could easily change through a
global input file without any knowledge of the in-
ner workings of POINTWISE R©, while also fulfill-
ing a set of requirements. The main requirements
were: generate a C-Type mesh around an airfoil
with a sharp trailing edge, given the coordinates
file; refine the mesh on the location of the suc-
tion patches; attribute the correct boundary layer
conditions; split the resulting mesh into 8 identi-
cally sized blocks to allow for faster, parallel com-
putation; output a .cgns file compatible with the
cgns2flower program. The script should also allow
for the selection of the number of suction patches
on the suction side of the airfoil; the beginning and
end positions of each patch in fractions of the chord
length – definition of patch position and length; the
number of divisions in each patch; and the number
of grid points in each patch.

With the help of Rouven Mayer’s POINTWISE R©

script and Benjamin Arnold’s IGGTM script, it was
possible to understand the inner workings of the
scripting process and produce a script that met all
the requirements. Additionally, the code is nearly
ready to automatically generate O-Type meshes,
account for blunt trailing-edge airfoils and imple-
ment pressure side suction patches. Currently, it
lacks a block splitting algorithm that predicts these
situations and allows for proper splitting.

Figure 1 presents one of the used meshes, in
this case with a suction patch on the suction side
of the airfoil, starting at 57.5% of the chord and
ending at 62.5%.

Further refinement was done around the suction
patch itself, as made evident by Figures 2, which
also displays the block splitting. This is represen-
tative of all the executed meshes. As for the reso-
lution of the boundary layer, 60 layers were used,
with a growth rate of 1.1, and a dimensionless
wall distance of y+ = 0.125, for good capturing of
the boundary layer state, quintessential to under-

Figure 1: Full view of the generated C-type mesh
for 0.575/0.625 suction patch case.

standing the effects of suction on it. In the pre-
sented case, each one of the eight blocks contains
10640 cells: 140 in the normal direction and 76 in
the other, totalling 85120 cells for the entire mesh.
Lastly, the farfield has the size of around 50 chord
lengths in each direction.

Figure 2: Detailed view of the generated C-type
mesh for 0.575/0.625 suction patch case with block
divisions in blue.

2.2. cgns2flower

cgns2flower is a program developed in IAG that
serves as an interface between POINTWISE R© and
FLOWer. It takes the .cgns file generated by
POINTWISE R©, and outputs a set of files that will
be used by FLOWer to perform the CFD computa-
tions.
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2.3. Performing The Computations

For the computations themselves, FLOWer was
used. FLOWer is a finite-volume, Structured
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equa-
tions in integral form, in two or three dimen-
sions, structured mesh solver developed by the
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)
– Institut für Aerodynamik und Strömungstechnik.
It receives as input the files generated by
cgns2flower and outputs the result files that allow
the user to check the values of various flow pa-
rameters, convergence results, values of parame-
ters at the surface of the airfoil, etc [26]. IAG de-
veloped a specific boundary condition for FLOWer
to implement boundary layer blowing and suction,
while also specifying whether the actuator works
with constant pressure, constant suction velocity
or a user defined suction profile along the suc-
tion regime. Also, in the data resulting from the
FLOWer computations, there are the related tur-
bulence input parameters for the subsequent noise
prediction. The turbulence model used in the cal-
culations was the Shear Stress Transport k − ω
model.

It is worth mentioning that researchers at the
IAG [27] have studied if the suction patch boundary
condition used by FLOWer lacked accuracy, due to
not considering friction and pressure loss effects
of the porous plate, when compared to a more de-
tailed CFD analysis with a properly 3D-modelled
porous plate and suction chambers. They found
out that going into such detail provided little dif-
ference between the results of both analysis when
looking on the relevant boundary layer parameters
and trailing edge noise results, thus concluding that
the suction boundary condition used in FLOWer
was perfectly usable for future research.

The airfoil chosen for the computations corre-
sponds to a slice of a blade belonging to the wind
turbine type that is being studied at the IAG. The
slice was done at 83.34% of the total length of the
blade (the slice is closer to the tip of the blade).
This position was selected because it’s closer to
the tip of the blade, where most of the trailing edge
noise comes from [5], but is still in the region where
the flow can by considered 2-Dimensional, as pre-
vious studies done at the IAG pointed out. The re-
sulting airfoil corresponds to a NACA 643-618 with
a chord length of 2.5175 meters. The operating
Reynolds and Mach numbers were 11049876 and
0.19, respectively. The AOA was 7.3◦. The condi-
tion of suction applied in FLOWer is constant suc-
tion velocity. Also, transition has been forced at 5%
of the chord both in the upper side and the lower
side.

The first step of the computations consists in
calculating results for each mesh and free-stream

parameters without suction, for 210000 iterations.
FLOWer then computes an additional 105000 iter-
ations with suction enabled, in the cases were the
suction mass flow is defined to be greater than 0.
Finally, 52500 more iterations are computed, to get
the mean of the results. Only then are the final re-
sults obtained.

2.4. Rnoise

Rnoise is an acoustic code developed by the IAG
that makes use of an improvement to the TNO
model to compute farfield noise spectra as well
as theoretical wall pressure fluctuation spectra. It
makes use of the resulting FLOWer data to achieve
these results [13]. For the present work, Rnoise
was used to verify the levels of sound reduction
achieved via the employment of suction, as well as
the changes this AFC mechanism effects on the
frequency spectra of the different cases. It was an
invaluable tool for this work.

2.5. Convergence Study

As is common procedure in CFD analyses, a
convergence study was performed to evaluate the
minimum number of mesh cells needed to achieve
good results. To that effect, computations with
increasing levels of mesh refinement were run, to
determine the best relation of number of cells to
computation time. These were all run for 210000
iterations each, for the baseline case with the
suction patch starting at 57.5% of the chord and
ending at 62.5%.

To determine convergence the results for the to-
tal coefficient of lift (cl), total coefficient of pressure
drag (cdp), total coefficient of friction drag (cd), and
total coefficient of moment (cm), were analyzed.
The total number of cells, and the total time it took
to conclude the computations was also registered,
along with the residuals. In the end, a level of re-
finement that resulted in 85120 cells (10640 per
block) was picked. The level of less refinement
closest to it, with 71680 also presented good con-
vergence results, sufficient for the current configu-
ration. However, the bigger value was picked to en-
sure that convergence would not be compromised
when using longer suction patches. The increased
computation time was not seen as a too big of a
hindrance, but rather a sensible compromise.

The residual was plotted, using a script devel-
oped by Benjamin Arnold, for the final values of the
computations, meaning, after the 105000 iteration,
suction enabled computations and the 52500 iter-
ation, mean computations. A residual plots can be
seen in Figure 3:

As can be observed, even a long patch has good
levels of convergence, in the order of 10−8. The
peaks in the plots represent the beginning of new
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Figure 3: Final convergence results with 85120
cells for the 0.475/0.725 suction patch case, cq =
−0.004.

calculations, hence their location at iteration num-
ber 210000 and 315000 (210000+105000). The
reason for the other peak between these two is un-
known.

2.6. Validating the Mesh

It was then necessary to validate the mesh. As
Benjamin Arnold had validated results achieved
with an IGGTM generated mesh, computations with
the same airfoil, patch position, and flow parame-
ters were done, so that the results could be com-
pared. It was assumed that, if the results were very
similar, it would be enough to validate the auto-
matic meshing script. To that effect, the mean coef-
ficient of pressure and friction results were plotted
and compared, for the case with the suction patch
starting at 57.5% of the chord and ending at 62.5%,
with the value of coefficient of suction cq = −0.002
and cq = −0.008. The airfoil and free-stream pa-
rameters were the ones corresponding to the pre-
viously mentioned slice of the blade at 83.34% of
its length. One of the comparisons can be seen in
Figure 4:

Figure 4: Comparison of mean coefficient of pres-
sure results for the IGG and Pointwise generated
meshes, with cq = −0.008.

Every comparison exhibited results with good
agreement like the above. The main difference be-
tween the IGGTM and POINTWISE R© results lies
in the suction region, in which the POINTWISE R©

mesh allows for more precision in determining suc-
tion locations. It is thus considered the mesh to be
validated. In regards to noise results (presented in
the subsequent sections), those are also in general
agreement with the achieved values of experimen-
tal noise reduction of around 6 dB with moderately
high values of cq ([-0.008;-0.016]) [27].

2.7. Post-Processing of the Results
After the final results of FLOWer were obtained,
they had to be post-processed in two different as-
pects, so that they could be correctly visualized
and be correctly interpreted by Rnoise on one
hand, and on the other, have the correct cl and
cd values. A minor post-processing operation con-
sisted in organizing the results and computing the
delta-values – for instance, the difference between
the SPL of a suction enabled case and a baseline
case – to be displayed properly in the well known
CFD post-processing tool, Tecplot R©.

The first important operation of post-correction
involved taking the output files from FLOWer and
changing the order of the points to comply with
the Rnoise code and provide accurate visualization
in Tecplot R©. This is because POINTWISE R© num-
bers the generated mesh blocks in a way that is not
sequential, whereas the blocks, for accurate post-
processing, should be numbered starting from the
farfield pressure side block, around to the leading
edge, and ending at the suction side farfield block.
This, however, has no effect on the FLOWer com-
putations. A solution in POINTWISE R© itself to this
problem is yet to be found. To solve it, a script
in Python was written, to correctly find the blocks
amidst the data and reorder them correctly.

The second important operation of post-
correction involved making the necessary correc-
tions to cl and cd values, due to suction. Volker
Sailer, in his Master Thesis, warns that the momen-
tum imparted to the flow due to suction has to be
accounted for in the calculations, adding the result-
ing lift and drag corrections to the respective coeffi-
cients computed by FLOWer [28]. To that effect, he
presents the formulas for the impulse components
calculation:

Ix′ =

∫ p2

p1

ρvx′

(
~v′ ~n′

)
ds, (6)

Iy′ =

∫ p2

p1

ρvy′

(
~v′ ~n′

)
ds, (7)

where p1 and p2 are the beginning and end points
of the patch, and s is the surface of the airfoil, ~v′ is
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the local surface velocity vector and ~n′ is the nor-
mal vector to the surface of the airfoil, both rotated
according to the AOA.

The impulse components then allow the calcula-
tions of the corrections to be applied to the coeffi-
cients, like so:

cdIx′ =
2Ix′

ρ∞v2∞
, clIy′ =

2Iy′

ρ∞v2∞
, (8)

where ρ∞ and v2∞ are the air density and inflow
velocity, respectively. Finally, these values are sim-
ply added to the FLOWer computed cd and cl re-
spectively. For this process, another Python script
was developed, having Benjamin Arnold’s equiva-
lent MATLAB script as an aid. Finally, as pre-
viously mentioned, a few extra Python scripts were
written to compute the increase or decrease in SPL
and the lift and drag coefficients of the suction
enabled cases against their respective baselines,
later organizing all these results in a format read-
able by Tecplot R©, so that the plots in the subse-
quent chapters could be produced.

3. Results
In this section, the results pertaining to the analy-
sis of a single suction patch, the analysis of varying
patch configurations and varying free-stream pa-
rameters will be presented and explained.

3.1. Results for a Single Suction Patch
The first study made with the newly developed pro-
cess chain aimed to discover the effects of suction
on TEN and aerodynamic performance. The patch
configuration under consideration is a single suc-
tion patch. Its start and end position, as well as
operating conditions, were the same as the ones
mentioned in the previous section. The cq values
analyzed were: 0.0 (baseline); -0.001; -0.002; -
0.004; -0.008; -0.016.

3.1.1 Sound Pressure Level Results

This subsection begins with the analysis of the
overall SPL reduction caused by suction. To that
effect, Figure 5 shows the SPL for each value of
cq. In the absence of suction, the calculated SPL
value was 76.6dB, whereas with the highest level
of applied suction (cq=-0.016), the noise was re-
duced to 71.4dB, a 5.2dB reduction, which is in line
with the experimental values gathered by the IAG
[23]. Despite the increase in the noise reduction
with increasing suction, its rate actually decreases.
In fact, the lowest level of suction (cq=-0.001) is re-
sponsible for around 33% of the observed noise
decrease, whereas with cq=-0.002, more than 50%
of the total noise decrease is achieved.

The reason for the abrupt decrease in noise as
suction is applied can be detected when compar-

Figure 5: Decrease in SPL [dB] as a function of cq.

ing the flow field plots of the baseline (no suction)
and the cq=-0.001 cases. Flow separation is occurs
near the trailing edge of the airfoil in the baseline
configuration, whereas absent in all the considered
suction enabled cases. By eliminating separation,
stalled flow noise can be avoided. Also, in Fig-
ure 6, the effects of suction on the boundary layer
(BL) velocity and normalized turbulent kinetic en-
ergy (KTE) (kT /U2

∞) profiles can be seen, provid-
ing good insight on the reasons behind the noise
reduction.

Figure 6: Boundary layer velocity (left) and nor-
malised turbulent kinetic energy (right) profiles at
the trailing edge for different cq values. 0.575/0.625
case.

Due to separation, the baseline (no suction)
result is not shown, as every value was calculated
near the trailing edge, but it is easy to extrapolate it
from the given data. As is made evident by Figure
6, suction has a definitive impact on the BL velocity
and KTE profiles. The velocity of the BL near the
wall is greatly increased by suction, whereas the
thickness decreases substantially. As for KTE, its
maximum is decreased and shifted towards the
wall. The reduction in the BL thickness resulted
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in smaller turbulent length scales, which, coupled
with the reduction of the KTE, causes a reduction
in the wall pressure fluctuations responsible for
trailing edge noise [24].

In terms of the resulting noise frequency spec-
trum, the typical low frequency SPL peak due to
TEN subsides, but the SPL level at higher fre-
quency rises. This is a consequence of the in-
creased KTE near the wall and the reduced tur-
bulent length scales.

It can be observed that, when suction is dis-
abled, the largest noise contribution comes from
the suction side, at very low frequencies, as ex-
pected. When suction is applied, the SPL in the
lower frequency region, on the suction side, is con-
siderably reduced, bringing it to par with the pres-
sure side results, and lowering the overall SPL.
However, the SPL at higher frequencies is in-
creased, which is a consequence of the increased
KTE near the wall and the reduced turbulent length
scales.

3.1.2 Aerodynamic Performance Results

The effects of suction in the aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the blades are also important to consider,
to determine if there are more potential benefits
than noise reduction, or maybe even drawbacks.
Hence, results pertaining the effects of cq on cl and
cd are the focus of this particular section, in the
form of the cl/cd ratio, as shown by Figure 7:

Figure 7: cl/cd as a function of cq, for the baseline
configuration.

This particular result is very important, as it
shows that high levels of sound reduction imply a
drawback in performance. While cl is increased
with suction, due to increased difference in the

mean cp between the suction side and the pres-
sure side, at a diminishing rate, cd is also increased
when cq¿-0.001, but at an increasing rate. The
initial increase in performance is due to friction
drag being reduced at a faster rate than the pres-
sure drag increases, thus resulting in a decrease
in overall cd while cl increases. This shows that
high levels of cq capable of significant noise reduc-
tions also significantly compromise performance.
Thankfully, most of the noise reduction occurs at
low levels of suction, as seen previously.

3.2. Results for Multiple Patch Configurations

In this subsection, the results for the studies
conducted with multiple patch variations are pre-
sented. For these calculations, 7 different patch
configurations were analyzed. Their characteris-
tics, in fractions of chord length, are listed in Table
1:

Table 1: Dimension and Position of Suction Patch.
Values correspond to chord fractions.

Beginning End Midpoint Length

0.475 0.725 0.6 0.25
0.525 0.675 0.6 0.15
0.575 0.625 0.6 0.05
0.575 0.825 0.7 0.25
0.625 0.775 0.7 0.15
0.675 0.725 0.7 0.05
0.775 0.825 0.8 0.05

The values of the AOA, Reynolds number and
Mach number were kept the same as the previous
analysis.

3.2.1 Sound Pressure Level Results

First, the achieved SPL results are presented, in
Figure 8.

In this figure, ∆Lp represents the difference in
SPL between the baseline and the suction enabled
cases. After analysing every result pertaining to
the 0.775/0.825 case, it was deemed anomalous,
despite a more downstream suction patches per-
forming better in terms of sound reduction. In the
above figure it can be seen that longer patches are
more effective at reducing noise. It can also be
seen that, the shorter the patch is, the more impor-
tant is the position in their noise reducing capabil-
ities. When analyzing the boundary layer parame-
ters at the trailing edge, it could be seen that it is
because the longer and more downstream patches
are more effective at reducing boundary layer thick-
ness and KTE.
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Figure 8: Results of the 7 different patch config-
urations – Decrease in SPL [dB] as a function of
cq.

3.2.2 Aerodynamic Performance Results

As previously seen, suction has a dramatic effect
on the aerodynamic performance of an airfoil. It
is therefore very important to analyse which patch
configuration benefits the most with low levels of
suction, and is hampered the least by higher levels.

Figure 9 shows that the 0.475/0.725 is the patch
that has its performance improved the most by suc-
tion. This is because the more upstream patches
had a greater drag reduction with low suction lev-
els compared to the downstream ones. This was
due to the lower increase in cl they experience with
suction, and since cl is related to the pressure drag
coefficient, cdp, this correlated to their drag results.
The more downstream patches have a bigger dif-
ference between mean pressure coefficients of the
suction and pressure sides of the airfoil, which ex-
plains their increased cl when compared with up-
stream patches with the same suction level. Also,
shorter patches show a bigger increase in cl at
higher levels of suction, due to the higher suction
speed they require to meet achieve the target suc-
tion mass flow rate (smaller area requires greater
flow velocity to maintain mass flow). This, in turn,
increased the impulse contribution to the cl. At the
highest level of suction considered, all patch con-
figurations had their cl/cd ratios reduced to around
40.

3.3. Free Stream Parameters Variation

Lastly, the results pertaining to an analogue anal-
ysis while varying the free-stream parameters,
namely AOA and Mach number, was done.

Figure 9: Detailed view of cl/cd as a function of cq.

3.3.1 Angle of Attack Variation

For this analysis, computations with AOA from 0◦ to
10◦, in increments of 2◦ were done. The Reynolds
and Mach numbers were again the same, at
11049876 and 0.19, respectively.

The plots of Figure 10 show that that higher AOA
cases take a greater advantage of suction. This
is because higher AOA implies a greater bound-
ary layer thickness, KTE, and also flow separa-
tion. So the effects of suction are more dramatic
on the higher AOA cases, since these factors are
reduced at a higher rate. What is truly surprising
is that the noise emitted by the higher AOA cases,
when higher levels of suction are applied, is lower
than the lower AOA cases, for the same suction
level. This is due to the fact that the pressure side
noise contribution decreases with increasing AOA,
whilst the suction side contribution increases, thus
increasing the potential for overall noise reduction.
In regards to the aerodynamic performance, the
results follow a more predictable pattern, as the
higher AOA cases show the most benefit from suc-
tion. This is reasonable to be expected, since
higher suction at higher AOA contributes dramat-
ically to the cl, since it reattaches the flow that was
separated, even at low suction levels. Also, higher
AOA cases also have much higher baseline drag
levels, which suction dramatically reduces, thereby
increasing the cl/cd ratio. This is important, as it al-
lows the usage of increased suction values to com-
pensate for the higher noise levels of high AOA air-
foils with no suction enabled, therefore being more
advantageous to use higher AOA in the blades.
This, of course, doesn’t take into account any en-
ergy consumption by suction actuators.
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Figure 10: Top: Results of AOA variation – Abso-
lute decrease in SPL [dB] as a function of cq. Bot-
tom: Variation of cl/cd as a function of cq for differ-
ent values of AOA.

3.3.2 Mach Number Variation

Finally, for this analysis, computations with Mach
number from 0.1 to 0.22 in increments of 0.04 were
done. Reynolds number and AOA were kept at
11049876 and 7.3◦, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the results obtained in this anal-
ysis. Higher Mach cases are the ones that benefit
the most from suction, as their noise is reduced
more than the lower cases. However, even with
suction, higher Mach numbers still display higher
noise levels. This is to be expected, since they
have a ”richer” BL velocity profile. As previously ex-
plained, this implies larger turbulent length scales,
which in turn are responsible for the increase in
noise. Of course, the KTE is also larger, with in-

Figure 11: Top: Results of Mach number variation
– Absolute decrease in SPL [dB] as a function of
cq. Bottom: Variation of cl/cd as a function of cq for
different values of Mach number.

creasing Mach number. Having a richer BL velocity
profile and more KTE means the effects of suction
will be much more visible, and that’s precisely what
happens in this situation: the difference in the BL
velocity profile and especially in the BL KTE pro-
file when suction is applied is much larger for the
higher Mach numbers as it is for the lower ones,
thus explaining why the reductions are higher. In
regards to the aerodynamic performance results,
there is little to be said, as suction affects the per-
formance in very similar fashion for all the cases.

4. Conclusions
The primary objective of this work, which was de-
veloping the automated mesh script, was com-
pleted, and it allowed for interesting analyses to be
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done. From these, it was possible to see the effects
of suction not only on noise reduction, but also
aerodynamic performance. The results obtained
were enlightening, as they showed that noise re-
duction via suction can implicate a large drop in
performance. Therefore, more research should be
done in order to find away to either delay the perfor-
mance decrease from added suction, or increase
the noise reduction at low levels of suction. The
results also provided insight on the best patch con-
figurations that can be picked, and also that suction
has a greater impact on higher AOA operating con-
ditions.

Future work should start by extending the mesh
generation script to improve its versatility and avail-
able customization options. Conducting parallel re-
search that focuses on the energy requirements for
the suction actuators is also a good idea, as dif-
ferent patch configurations will have different en-
ergy requirements. Finally, before proceeding to
more complex research on three-dimensional flow
regimes, further investigation on the effects of suc-
tion with varying chord lengths should be con-
ducted. Also, conducting a similar study for varying
chord length is also a good extension to this topic.
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